Exclusive Car Care
Product information for:
Reconditioning new cars
Reconditioning used cars
Car wash chemicals
New car de-preservation
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Care programm
for paint cleaning & protection
B 2000 PAINT PROTECTION 1

B 2000 LACKSCHUTZ VERSIEGELUNG 1

B 2000 Paint Protection 1 for new and slightly weather-beaten paint. Cleans and seals in just
one step. B 2000 Paint Protection 1 is designed according to state of the art know how of
Chemistri and car care. It replaces cleaning, waxing, polishing by just one working process. It
can be used for all kind of paints, even metallic. B 2000 Paint Protection 1 removes also insects,
tar, rust. It prevents from rust in existing scratches in paint and chromium.
Order number: B 2000-25000/1 25 kg; B 2000-10000/1 10 kg

B 2000 PAINT PROTECTION 2

B 2000 LACKSCHUTZ VERSIEGELUNG 2

B 2000 Paint Protection 2 for very dirty and weather-beaten paint. Designed for intensive
cleaning and smoothening of paint which is heavily used and weather-worn. B 2000 Paint
Protection 2 is suitable for all smooth (not porous) surfaces. B 2000 Paint Protection 2 cleanes
intensively heavy dirt as tar, soot, industrial remains, insect, slight rust, wax-remains.
B 2000 Paint Protection 2 removes and smoothens even scratches caused by automatic car
wash.
Order number: B 2000-25000/2 25 kg; B 2000-10000/2 10 kg

B 2000 ACRYLIC PASTE plus PAINT PROTECTION 3
B 2000 ACRYL CREME plus LACKSCHUTZ 3

For heavily used and weather-beaten paint. Designed for intensive cleaning and smoothening of
paint which is heavily used, weather-worn, and without gloss.
B 2000 Acrylic Cream is suitable for using polishing machines (reduced r.p.m.)
B 2000 Acrylic Cream penetrates paint up to the structure of the paint.
Order number: B 2000-10000/3 10 kg; B 2000-5000/3 5 kg

B 2000 LONG LIFE

B 2000 LONG - LIFE

B 2000 Long Life was developed as a protection for new cars. Especially for dark or metallic
paint the following specific qualities appear: The ``grey film`` in paint will be removed. At the
same time paint gets sealed. The usual gloss will be protected for months (in particulas against
scratches in automatic car wash). Remains of wax get removed during application.
Shows on the paint ideal gloss and hides slight scratches.
Order number: B 2000-25000 25 kg; B 2032-10000 10 kg

B 2000 PROTECTION MAGIC BLUE

B 2000 LACKSCHUTZ MAGIC BLUE

The new "All-in-one-product" for the professional. B 2000 Paint Protection Blue Magic is ideal for
cleaning, polishin and sealing of new and slightly weather-worn paint.
B 2000 Paint Protection Blue Magic was developed accoding to the art of chemistry and paint
technology. It suits perfectly to all kinds of paint. Especially for dark or metallic paints it shows
extraordinary performance. Better gloss without streaks due to specific waxes; easy to process
with lambs wool pad or soft sponge; best gloss without ``clouds`` even on dark paint; long lasting
protection through specific additives; optimized abrasives make holograms disappear.
Order number: B 2000-10000/5

10 kg

Care products for car wash
and interior cleaning
B 2000 TOP GLOSS SEALING

B 2000 TOP GLANZ VERSIEGELUNG

Cleans and seals in just one step. B 2000 Top Gloss Sealing – Car wash without water, suitable
for all kind of paint. B 2000 Top Gloss Sealing cleans, polishes, seals in one stage. Doesn´t harm
glass, rubber, plastic.
B 2000 Top Gloss Sealing suits perfectly for cleaning boats, caravans, windows or other smooth
surfaces.
Order number : B 2031-25000

B 2000 GRINDING MILK without Silicon

25 litre; B 2031-10000

10 litre

B 2000 SCHLEIFMILCH ohne Silikon

Used for grinding and polishing of highly weather-beaten and scratched paints. Can be used for
grinding and small paint repairs. Application with polisher B 2000 Flex. Do some additional
manual work at edges, door-handle etc. NEW with HS053 and UV Coat.
Order number : B 2000-1000/4 1 kg

B 2000 GLOSS SHAMPOO BIO

B 2000 GLANZ SHAMPOO BIO

B 2000 Gloss Shampoo is highly efficient, but cares for skin and paint. It covers paint and chrome
with water-repellent layer and protects against paint corrosion. B 2000 Gloss Shampoo cleans
very powerful, but at the same time it is greasing the paint and provides fresh gloss on the paint.
B 2000 Gloss Shampoo is designed for long lasting effect, in particular when using together with
B 2000 Paint Protection.
Order number: B 2003-25000 25 litre; B 2003-10000 10 litre

B 2000 AC T I V E F O AM B I O f o r M AN U A L C L E A N I N G
B 2000 AKTIVSCHAUM BIO FÜR MANUELLE REINIGUNG

B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO is highly concentrated and perfumed. It is developed for a powerful
manual cleaning with high pressure of all kind of vehicles. B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO provides a
powerful foam coverage on the vehicle. B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO prevents limestone and is
pleasantly perfumed.
Order number: B 2034-25000/1 25 litre

B 2000 UNIVERSAL CLEANER BIO

B 2000 UNIVERSALREINIGER BIO

B 2000 Universal Cleaner Bio is a concentrate and has a wide range of applications. B 2000
Universal Cleaner Bio can be used for removal of all kinds of dirt from plastic and textile. B 2000
Universal Cleaner Bio should be spread with a sponge. The loosen dirt should be wiped away
with a clean, wet cloth. B 2000 Universal Cleaner Bio is suitable for car interior to clean roof
cover, door cover, plastic seats and dashboard.
Order number: B 2020-25000 25 litre; B 2020-10000 10 litre

B 2000 COCKPIT CLEANER

B 2000 COCKPITREINIGER

Is a proven product for cleaning and refreshing of all interior plastic parts. Avoids drying out of
plastic parts and makes them smooth. Avoids bleaching due to sun shine. Cleans, refreshes
colours and protects from becoming brittle during cold season. Provides UV-protection.
Order number: B 2004-25000

25 litre; B 2004-10000

10 litre

Care products for car wash
and interior cleaning
B 2000 COCKPIT CLEANER LOTION

B 2000 COCKPITREINIGER LOTION

Is a proven product for cleaning and refreshing of all interior plastic parts. Avoids drying out of
plastic parts and makes them smooth. Avoids bleaching due to sun shine. Cleans, refreshes
colours and protects from becoming brittle during cold season. Provides UV-protection.
Order number: B 2004-10000/1

10 litre

B 2000 UPHOLSTERY CLEANER CONCENTRATE
B 2000 POLSTERSCHAUMREINIGER Konzentrat

B 2000 Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate removes all dirt and spots from flooring and textile.
B 2000 Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate doesn´t affect fabric colours and cleans without
remains.
Order number: B 2007-25000

B 2000 SMOKE EX

25 litre; B 2007-10000 10 litre
B 2000 RAUCH EX

B 2000 Smoke-Ex consists by 100% of ethereal oils. Due to proven combination of ethereal oils
B 2000 Smoke-Ex is very refreshing and is long lasting. Removes especially smell of cigarettes
and other unpleasant smells.
Order number: B 2014-020

B 2000 SMELL STOP

24 pcs.

B 2000 GERUCHS STOP

B 2000 Smell Stop neutralizes efficiently unpleasant smells. Very efficient for smoke,
perspiration, dogs, cats etc.
Order number: B 2027-1000

B 2000 LEATHER LOTION

1 litre

B 2000 LEDER LOTION

B 2000 Leather Lotion is environmentally friendly. B 2000 Leather Lotion is being used for
cleaning and care of smooth, embossed and structured leather like Nappa, Rinbox and Boxcalf.
B 2000 Leather Lotion makes leather soft and smoth, nourishes, makes it water repellent and
restores colour. B 2000 Leather Lotion can be used for car seats, jackets, pants, skirts and
Nappa coats, motorcycle clothing, leather furniture, handbags, shoes and boots. It may not be
used with suede leather, coated leather and light coloured aniline treated leather.
Order number: B 2011-5000

B 2000 INTENSIVE CARE

5 kg

B 2000 TIEFEN PFLEGER

Cleans and seals all kinds of plastic and rubber just in one step. It is water-repellent and
refreshes bleached plastic parts. Is anti-static and dust-repellent. B 2000 Intensive Care cleans
all remains of polish and wax. It penetrates surfaces, makes it antistatic, dust- and dirtrepellent. B 2000 Intensive Care can be used for all plastic parts, plastic seats, tires, rubber
sealing, vinyl roofs, spoiler and plastic bumper. If plastic bumpers are already heavily dirty (in
particular white or red ones), we recommend pre-cleaning with B 2000 Universal Cleaner.
Process B 2000 Intensive Care as mentioned.
Order number: B 2016-25000

25 litre; B 2016-10000

10 litre

Care products for car wash
and interior cleaning

B 2000 INTENSIVE CARE LOTION

B 2000 TIEFEN PFLEGER LOTION

Cleans and seals all kinds of plastic and rubber just in one step. It is water-repellent and
refreshes bleaches plastic parts. B 2000 Intensive Care is anti-static and dust-repellent. Ideal to
remove remains of polishing and wax.
Order number: B 2016-10000/1
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Care products
for external cleaning
B 2000 WINDOW CLEANER

B 2000 FENSTERKLAR

Cleans windows and other glass without remains from insects, dirt, nicotine, exhaust and
provides clear sight. Doesn’t assault plastic, rubber, paint.
Order number: B 2019-25000 25 litre; B 2019-10000 10 litre

B 2000 WINDOW PASTE

B 2000 FENSTERCREME

B 2000 Window Cream is perfectly suitable for thorough cleaning of windscreens, glass
windows, mirrors. It removes all remains as airborne rust or preservative wax. B 2000 Window
Cream removes remains of nicotine, silicone, film of evaporated plastic inside the car. B 2000
Window Cream doesn´t harm paint, rubber, plastic.
Order number: B 2019-10000/1 10 litre

B 2000 INSECT REMOVER

B 2000 INSEKTENENTFERNER

Removes insect remains quickly and easily from paint, glass, chromium. The cleaning is
intensively and caring as well. Cleaning with B 2000 Insect Remover is powerful, but very
careful.
Order number: B 2021-25000/1

B 2000 RIM CLEANER BIO

25 litre; B 2021-10000/1

10 litre

B 2000 FELGENREINIGER BIO

Cleans quickly and easily all kind of metal- or alloy-rims. B 2000 Rim Cleaner Bio removes
quickly and thoroughly aggresive material coming from brakes as well as oily incrustation.
Stubborn dirt and brake remains will be removed very efficient.
Order number: B 2006-25000

B 2000 RUBBER FRESH

25 litre; B 2006-10000

10 litre

B 2000 GUMMIFRISCH

It is a gentle cleaning for tires and all kinds of rubber. Cleans, protects, and refreshes rubber.
Order number: B 2010-25000

B 2000 CONVERTIBLE-ROOF CLEANER

25 litre; B 2010-10000

10 litre

B 2000 CABRIOVERDECKREINIGER

B 2000 Convertible Roof Cleaner cleans and preserves thoroughly convertible roofs (Cabrio).
After application B 2000 Intensive Care should be used.
B 2000 Convertible Roof Cleaner is specially designed to clean and protect synthetic roofs.
Order number: B 2030-10000

B 2000 SPECIAL PAINT CLEANER

10 litre

B 2000 SPEZIAL LACKREINIGER

B 2000 Special Paint Cleaner cleans spots of tree resin, insects, bird extrements, wax and
other stubborn dirt.
B 2000 Special Paint Cleaner removes even old tar and remains of car base protection.
Order number: B 2027-10000

10 litre

Care products
for external cleaning
B 2000 TAR REMOVER

B 2000 TEERENTFERNER

Removes tar remains from paint and plastic.
Order number: B 2027-10000/1 10 litre

B 2000 GLUE REMOVER

B 2000 KLEBSTOFFENTFERNER

Removes glue remains coming from stickers, rubber abrasion, as well as spots from plastic.
Order number: B 2008-10000 10 litre

B 2000 SILICONE STICK with SPONGE
B 2000 SILIKONSTIFT mit Schwammaplikator

It was developed especially for rubber door sealing. Prevents sealing from freezing, drying,
getting brittle. The attached sponge enables secure and efficient application.
Order number: B 2009-100

B 2000 ENGINE CLEANER BIO GEL

24 pcs.

B 2000 MOTORREINIGER BIO GEL

B 2000 Engine Cleaner Bio gel is solvent-free and universally to be used for cleaning engines,
chassis and all other dirty metal parts. B 2000 Engine Cleaner Bio gel can be used for cleaning
car base, since it doesn´t peel off base protection. B 2000 Engine Cleaner Bio gel contains
neither hydrocarbon solvents nor hydrocarbon halogens. Also acrylphenolethoxylate,
phosphates or phosphatonates are not used too. Therefore it applies to European legal
instructions. B 2000 Engine Cleaner Bio gel is anticorossive and doesn´t affect rubber , brakelining, chrome, paint. The product is very environment friendly.
Order number: B 2023-25000

B 2000 ICE STOP

25 litre; B 2023-200

200 litre

B 2000 EIS STOP

B 2000 Ice Stop cares for the environment. Avoids and prevents from freezing of the
windscreen. Saves burdensome scratching ice in the early morning, after cinema or after a
long weekend.
Order number: B 2009-10000

10 litre

B 2000 WINDOW CLEANER with ANTI-FREEZE - 70°C
B 2000 SCHEIBENREINIGER MIT FROSTSCHUTZ –70°C

The highly concentrated additive for the window washer enables very efficient use. It cleans
powerful without remains. And avoids freezing of window cleaning water.
Order number: B 2012-200

200 litre; B 2012-25000

25 litre

Products for
car wash centres
B 2000 CONCENTRATE for PRE-CLEANING
B 2000 REINIGUNGSKONZENTRAT zur VORREINIGUNG

B 2000 Concentrate for Pre-Cleaning is a concentrated pre wash cleaner for car units (insect
removal), cover cleaning, trucks, industrial application, RV´s, air planes, buses and others.
B 2000 Concentrate for Pre-Cleaning can be used for vacuum filling of jet cleaner. B 2000 Air
Clean Shampoo Extra keeps car wash brushes clean, prevents calcium buildup an smells
nicely.
Order number: B 2021-25000

B 2000 AIRBORNE RUST REMOVER

25 litre

B 2000 FLUGROSTENTFERNER

B 2000 Airborne Rust Remover works effectively on removing airborne rust particles, industrial
dust and other metal particles from paint, chrome and aluminum which come from industrial
contamination, railroad traffic and other sources. Such dust particles can not be removed with
standard shampoos! B 2000 Airborne Rust Remover does not affect chrome, aluminium or
rubber. Repair paint jobs need to be tested.
Order number: B 2026-25000 25 litre

B 2000 INSECT REMOVER

B 2000 INSEKTENENTFERNER

Removes insect remains quickly and easily from paint, glass, chromium. The cleaning is
intensively and caring as well.
Order number: B 2021-25000/1

B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM

25 litre

B 2000 AKTIVSCHAUM BIO FÜR BÜRSTENWASCHANLAGEN

B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO highly concentrated and perfumed. It is developed for intensive
machining pre-cleaning of all kind of vehicles in car wash equipment. B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM
BIO provides pleasant odour for intensive machining pre-cleaning of all kind of vehicles.
B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO provides a powerful foam coverage on the vehicle. B 2000
ACTIVE FOAM BIO keeps brushes of the Car Wash clean. It prevents from limestone and is
pleasantly perfumed. B 2000 ACTIVE FOAM BIO can be used in all machining Car Wash
equipment using foam.
Order number: B 2034-25000

B 2000 GLOSS SHAMPOO EXTRA

25 litre

B 2000 GLANZ SHAMPOO EXTRA

It is a cleaning concentrate for thorough cleaning of all types of vehicles in car wash centres
(high pressure as well as brush constructions). Keeps clean brushes of car wash centre,
avoids lime deposits, and is nicely perfumed.
Order number: B 2003-25000/1

B 2000 QUICKWAX BIO

25 litre

B 2000 QUICKWAX BIO

It is a highly concentrated gloss wax for quick drying as well as for protection of all kinds of
vehicles in car wash centres (low pressure, high pressure as well as brush constructions).
Suitable for all degrees of water hardness.
Order number: B 2033-25000

25 litre

Products for
car wash centres
B 2000 DRYER MF BIO

B 2000 DRYER MF BIO

It is a highly concentrated wax for drying. The product is free of mineral oil and of silicone.
Order number: B 2033-25000/1

B 2000 HOTWAX BIO

25 litre

B 2000 HOTWAX BIO

This preservation product contains high quality caring components. It provides long lasting
protection for paint and chromium.
Order number: B 2035-25000

B 2000 BRUSH CLEANER

25 litre

B 2000 REINIGER FÜR WASCHSTRASSENBÜRSTEN

It is a highly active and caring cleaner for plastic threads in car wash centres. It removes all
remains of wax, dirt, dust. Brushes get thoroughly cleaned and remain soft at the same time.
Order number: B 2024-25000

B 2000 FLOCK

25 litre

B 2000 FLOCK

It ties up materials in the sewage system. Fully biologically based. Has to be used with attached
dosing pump.
Order number: B 2028-20000

B 2000 SALT TABLET

20 litre

B 2000 SALZTABLETTEN

Regeneration salt for water processing achieves very low degree of water hardness.
Order number: B 2028-25000

B 2000 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

25 litre

B 2000 WASSERSTOFFPEROXID

It provides chemical sterilizing for industrial water processing. Contains Perhydrol.
Order number: B 2029-25000

25 litre

Produtcs for
de-preservation
B 2000 DE-PRESERVATION of New Cars

B 2000 NEUWAGEN ENTKONSERVIERER

New cars can be de-preserved by hot water equipment. It is not corrosive and doesn’t harm paint
or plastic. Doesn’t contain emulsion and is free of Halogen Hydrogen.
Order number: B 2024-200

B 2000 CO-POLYMER DE-WAXING

200 litre; B 2024-25000

25 litre

B 2000 COPOLYMERENTWACHSER

Removes Co-Polymer-waxes from new cars. It is highly concentrated and shall be applied with
water.
Order number: B 2025-25000

25 litre

